Recommendations to Avoid Cheating on Online Exams
See full article:
https://digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1128&context=jpps

The hyperlinked article contains the following recommendations to minimize student dishonestly on asynchronous online exams:

1. Do not use test banks, old exam questions or publisher’s content
2. Give open-book or open-note exams
3. Only allow students to see one question at a time.
4. Consider short answer or essay questions that require students to think critically and apply course information
5. Give students a set amount of time and require that they finish the exam once they start it.
6. Disable the right click button so students cannot copy and paste. (see notes below from the D2L website)
7. Use the Respondus Lockdown Browser
8. Only provide students with information on problems they missed

From https://documentation.brightspace.com

To prevent cheating in quizzes
To help prevent cheating in quizzes, do the following:

• On the Edit Quiz page, in the Optional Advanced Properties area, select Disable right click.
• On the Edit Quiz page, in the Optional Advanced Properties area, select Disable Instant Messages and alerts.
• Incorporate question pools or random sections into your quizzes to distribute unique sets of questions to users.
• On the Edit Quiz page, in the Quiz Questions area, select Shuffle questions at the quiz level.
• On the section creation page, select Shuffle questions in this section.